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The Dangers of...

Meism
With all that has been happening this past week with George Floyd and the
voices of many speaking out against racial discrimination, it has caused us to
evaluate our own minds and hearts regarding this topic of racism. We as
brothers and sisters in Christ understand we are ALL made in God's image, we
are all EQUALLY loved and valued by the Father. There is no room for
prejudices and racism in the gospel. These things are known and hopefully
lived out by all believers! Although, there is still something that is causing us to
wrestle with a conviction of a common error that is often made that can lead to
cultural discrimination; prideful thinking. Racism often begins with a subtle
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comparison of someone to yourself. When that comparison lingers it often can
turn to pride and arrogance. Both of us lived in a different country then our own
for years at a time, loving and being married to a spouse from another country
and culture then our own, we often had to wrestle with comparisons of our two
different world views, cultures, and just plainly a different way of seeing life.
These comparisons quickly turn to prideful arrogance and judgmental thoughts
towards the other person. These judgmental thoughts then lead to a superiority
over each other. Unfortunately, in our marriage we have done this more times
than we wish to admit to one another and to one another's cultural upbringing.
In other words, cultural discrimination! Our point in sharing this with you is so
that you will see how subtle this idea of racial discrimination can be. We believe
we are ALL responsible in evaluating the depths of our hearts and ask the Lord
to open up our eyes to our pride and any secret meism that we are holding
onto. It is so important to understand how that meism can lead to a subtle, but
such a dangerous racism.  

The picture we see in our dreams...

It has been a challenging month for us to receive the news that the Colombian
president will continue to shut down all international flights going in and out of
Colombia until August 31st. They have had their airports shut down since
March 19th, exactly 10 days before our departure for the mission field. We had
to cancel our flight now going on to four times. Our new departure date has
been booked for September 1st. Meanwhile, we have been trying to be the
most wise and diligent with this time of preparation that God has given us. 
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What are we doing?
Here are some of the things that we have been doing 
Juan:

Hebrew 2 online seminary class since April 6th
Greek 2 online seminary class since April 6th
Caos en la Crianza curriculum preparation to give parenting modules in
Colombia
Caos en la Crianza 10 week videos and editing of our parenting modules
Essentials of Discipline 10 week course every Thursday

Melissa

Curriculum writing for toddler and preschool aged children that is being
implemented with our own children right now
Reading a few books; Two Chairs and Shepherding a Child's Heart, and
hopefully starting Still Waiting with a Colombian missionary teammate
soon
Caos en la Crianza curriculum prep from Melissa's mothering parenting
perspective 
Essentials of Discipline 10 week course every Thursday 

If you are interested in viewing our parenting videos in Spanish or know
someone that will benefit from it, please check out our youtube channel;
Walking the Narrow Path. 

We are so grateful for the continued support in the midst of this pandemic. We
feel the fullness of our responsibility as believers to use our time and resources
wisely. Thank you for the investment and continual love you have given us
during this time of uncertainty. We pray for you and give thanks to the Lord for
you daily. If you feel led by the spirit to support our ministry, below you will find
the link and missionary account number. 
Thank you eternally, 
The Santafe Family
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If you want to be part of our financial team and help us fulfill God's call on our lives to
be church planting in Colombia, please consider partnering with us on a monthly

basis.  
Online Giving: 

Visit: avantministries.org/give

1. Type Missionary Name: Juan Santafe 
2. Missionary Account #: 88575
3. Amount you want to give
4. If you want to make it a monthly/recurring gift click I would like to make this a

recurring donation
5. Start date
6. Payment information

Our Website: 

www.thesantafefamily.com 

Our phone number is: 

Juan- 609-372-6735 

Melissa- 609-372-6133 

Our Emails: 

Juan - jsantafe@avmi.org 

Melissa - msantafe@avmi.org 

Our mailing address is: 

46 Hinkle Dr. 

Bordentown, NJ 08505 

Avant Ministries Contact Info: 

10000 N Oak Trafficway 

Kansas City MO 64155 

1.800.468.1892
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